
ABOUT THE DESIGNERS

HOLLY COOPER

In my 20 + years of designing I would say my style has evolved into a kind of funky sustainable

chic.  I draw a lot of my inspiration from nature and haute couture creativity.  My biggest thrill as a

designer is taking unloved items and transforming them into a one of a kind design that somebody

falls in love with all over again.

 

JUNYI HU

Junyi is a sophomore in RISD apparel. She has been designing garments for campus events since

middle school and loves to sketch and embroider in her free time. She often finds inspiration in

nature and her relationships with people.

 

MALLORY KENDER

Mallory is a designer and craftsperson working by the bay on Cape Cod, MA. With a focus on

vintage and reclaimed materials, she takes on commissions for garments, accessories and home

décor, as well as a variety of personal projects. Her creative practice also includes baking,

teaching, and growing vegetables and cut flowers.

 

JESSAMY KILCOLLINS

Jessamy is a maker and designer, and co-owner of High Energy Vintage in Somerville, MA. She

holds a BFA in Fibers and a Certificate in Fashion Design from the Massachusetts College of Art &

Design. As a designer and vintage curator, she is interested in the ways that clothing intersects

with identity. Her work aims to foster a deeper personal connection between garment and wearer

through explorations in form, function, and materials.



ABOUT THE DESIGNERS

ANGELA LABELLE

Growing up, Angela was always creative and had an eye for designing. Angela pursued a

Bachelor's degree in fashion design at Drexel University. It was through her studies she

discovered her true passion is for evening gowns and her love for fine details. As a designer

Angela hopes to recycle garments for their fabric and embellishments, and show that out of style

clothing is not just destined for a landfill.

 

JASON LIN

Jason is a designer from Medford, Massachusetts whose interdisciplinary work in both graphic

design and fashion design draws inspiration from nature, language, and traditional crafts. They

hope to create work that pushes fashion towards a future that is both gender-free and waste-free.

Jason is a graduate of the University of California, Davis.

 

ELIAS MATSO

Elias Matso is a student at Traip Academy, and the Drag Personality Veronica T. He is a self

taught fashion designer and artist with a passion for costuming and gender bending.

 

SAMUEL ZOLLMAN

Sam is the designer behind Burlington, VT based clothing label, Slow Process. Out to “Fix the Male

Uniform,” Sam’s work plays on the nostalgia of masculinity while emphasizing beauty and

tenderness. Since launching his debut collection in June 2018, he has quit his job, moved states,

and established a small studio to pursue Slow Process. Sam is self-taught, and sews almost

exclusively with vintage and antique textiles, natural fibers, and domestically produced fabrics.


